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TimelineJS Help Sheet

Embedding Media into your timeline

Getting Direct URLs For Your Media

What’s a direct URL?
A direct URL, or direct link is a link that goes to a specific item. This item can be a document,
like a PDF, or a website, or to an image or audio/video file. It only goes to the item itself. From a
human perspective, linking to a page with a picture of a Pallas cat vs linking to just the image of
the Pallas cat is the same thing. From the perspective of a software application, those are two
completely different links. When you’re adding content to a website or a tool, having a
direct URL is important.

Why are direct URLs/links so important?
Direct URLs allow you to embed content from one site into another site or web-based tool. They
display content like images in the new site or tool -- even though the image file is still on the
original site (i.e., Wikimedia Commons). Displaying links this way means that the image file only
has to be in one location, rather than having multiple copies taking up space on different
servers. Direct linking (sometimes called hotlinking or inline linking) is also important from a
copyright standpoint. Copyright law distinguishes between linking to content on the copyright
holder’s own site vs. making a copy and displaying it on your own site. The former is legally
permitted -- the latter can be considered copyright infringement.

How can I tell if I have a direct URL?
In many cases, the direct URL will end in a filename and/or filetype -- for images, it might end in
.jpg, .gif, or .png, for example.

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/d/d6/Manoel.jpg/800px-Manoel.jpg ←

A direct URL will point only to the image itself -- you won’t see any other information, like the
title of the photo, or info about the creator, or permissions. This URL
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pallas%27s_cat#/media/File:Manoel.jpg) might look like a direct
URL -- it ends in .jpg! But if you click through to it, you’ll see that it contains additional
information.

In a few cases, direct URLs don’t end in the filetype -- but they’ll still work. If you’re seeing just
the image, and nothing else, it’s worth trying to put the image in Timeline.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?search=pallas+cat&title=Special:Search&profile=advanced&fulltext=1&advancedSearch-current=%7B%7D&ns0=1&ns6=1&ns12=1&ns14=1&ns100=1&ns106=1#/media/File:Tula_The_Pallas_Cat_(215536683).jpeg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/6/62/Tula_The_Pallas_Cat_%28215536683%29.jpeg/800px-Tula_The_Pallas_Cat_%28215536683%29.jpeg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/6/62/Tula_The_Pallas_Cat_%28215536683%29.jpeg/800px-Tula_The_Pallas_Cat_%28215536683%29.jpeg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/d/d6/Manoel.jpg/800px-Manoel.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pallas%27s_cat#/media/File:Manoel.jpg
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How do I get a direct URL?
In many cases, you can get a direct URL by right-clicking over the image, and looking for the
option to “Open image in new tab.” Click that option. A new tab will open, and you should see
just the image -- no other info. Copy the URL from that new tab, and use it to add the image to
your Timeline.

In a few cases, when you open an image in a new tab you’ll see a URL that has a filename, but
includes a little extra information, like this one:

http://contentdm.winterthur.org/digital/api/singleitem/image/wallpaper/769/default.jpg?highlight
Terms=

To get a URL that will work in your project, just delete the extra stuff so that the URL ends in .jpg
-- and then reload the page to make sure that it will work.

http://contentdm.winterthur.org/digital/api/singleitem/image/wallpaper/769/default.jpg

I followed the instructions, and I’m sure I have a direct URL, but it still isn’t working!
What happened?
In some cases, direct URLs are blocked. The owners of the sites with the contents can prevent
images or other content from being embeddable and viewable on other sites. Site owners may
do this because they only want people to view the image in the context that they create. Or they
may block direct linking because the image is getting too many views and costing the original
site too much bandwidth. This is most likely to happen with commercial or proprietary sites, but
it can happen with some non-profit sites as well. In these cases, and for this assignment, your
best option is to find a different image -- but if you’re really sure that only the image you’ve found
will work, contact us, and we’ll see whether we can find another solution for you.

List of supported media types and sources
Tested image repositories: Library of Congress, Winterthur, Delaware Digital History page (but
this isn’t really a searchable collection), Delaware Historical Society, Wikimedia Commons,
Smithsonian Open Access Collection (works even though the links don’t end in jpg, etc!)

HTML Cheat Sheet
HTML stands for “hypertext markup language.” A markup language is just a way to add
meaning and functionality to plain text. All the fields in TimelineJS accept HTML, but you don’t
always have to use HTML -- it’s only necessary if you want to add things like links, bold or italic
characters, paragraph breaks, and lists.

http://contentdm.winterthur.org/digital/api/singleitem/image/wallpaper/769/default.jpg?highlightTerms=
http://contentdm.winterthur.org/digital/api/singleitem/image/wallpaper/769/default.jpg?highlightTerms=
http://contentdm.winterthur.org/digital/api/singleitem/image/wallpaper/769/default.jpg
https://timeline.knightlab.com/docs/media-types.html
https://history.delaware.gov/delaware-digital-history-museum/
https://dehistory.pastperfectonline.com/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
https://www.si.edu/openaccess
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When working with HTML, remember that most HTML tags need to be opened and closed for
the elements to function properly. In the examples below, you’ll notice that various elements end
with a / character to close the tag.

Making Hyperlinks
More info: https://www.w3schools.com/tags/tag_a.asp

● <a href="LINK">the text you want to show on the page</a>

Paragraph breaks
TimelineJS should format this for you automatically, but if your spacing seems weird or text runs
off the page, try these HTML tags. Line breaks (in HTML, <br>) should not be necessary, but
you can use them to force a line break.
More info: https://www.w3schools.com/tags/tag_p.asp and
https://www.w3schools.com/tags/tag_br.asp

● <p>This will tell the browser all the text in these brackets is
one paragraph.</p>

● <p>To force<br> line breaks<br> in a text,<br> use the br<br>
element.</p>

Bold and Italics
More info: https://www.w3schools.com/tags/tag_b.asp and
https://www.w3schools.com/tags/tag_i.asp

● <p>This is normal text - <b>and this is bold text</b>.</p>
● <p><i>Lorem ipsum</i> is the most popular filler text in

history.</p>

Lists
HTML supports both unordered lists (which appear as bullets, HTML tag <ol>) and ordered
lists (which appear as numbered lists, HTML tag <ul>). List items are denoted by the <li> tag.

https://www.w3schools.com/tags/tag_a.asp
https://www.w3schools.com/tags/tag_p.asp
https://www.w3schools.com/tags/tag_br.asp
https://www.w3schools.com/tags/tag_b.asp
https://www.w3schools.com/tags/tag_i.asp
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More info: https://www.w3schools.com/tags/tag_ol.asp and
https://www.w3schools.com/tags/tag_ul.asp

● <ol>
● <li>Coffee</li>
● <li>Tea</li>
● <li>Milk</li>
● </ol>

● <ul>
● <li>Coffee</li>
● <li>Tea</li>
● <li>Milk</li>
● </ul>

Still stuck? Get in touch!

Here’s how to reach us:
Librarian emails

https://www.w3schools.com/tags/tag_ol.asp
https://www.w3schools.com/tags/tag_ul.asp

